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David Hockney is generally recognised as the most talented British 
artist of his generation. In my thesis I trace his development from his 
childhood until the present as a figure 1 ionised by the establishment. 
Hockney has become highly respected, a Van Dyck of contemporary polite 
society. 
show his place in a 1 ine of tradition in English painting, a tra-
1dition where painters stress the anecdotal above a purely visual language 
England has a commanding tradition of 1 iterature from figures such as 
Shakespeare, Bacon, Byron, Tennyson, Keats and Dickens, to name only a 
few. Due to this English society insisted on some literal content to 
their art. The outcome has been rather eccentric art.Painters comment in 
a narrative way on ideas, on morals and on social matters in a very per-
sonal way. 
David Hockney fits into this tradition in English painting. 
I 
I\ 
II ii 
ii 
'I Chapter one deals with Hockney 1 s childhood, in the north of England. !i
I' 
11 
talk about his early school days and the intellectual climate of the 
time. Hockney's teachers were not concerned with art, and considered it 
to be of secondary importance. 
I also discuss Hockney's understanding of art. He arrived at painting 
instinctively and from a basis of ignorance and even misunderstanding of 
the role of art and the artist in society. 
Chapter two deals with his arrival in London .• In 1957 he became a 
student at the Royal College of Art. Where he met others young artists and 
was exposed to contempory art. 
Influenced by Ron Kitaj he overcomes his fear of figure painting, 
which was considered anti-modern at the time. I discuss his pictoral in-
==== .. ·-====================================:===== 
357319 
terests of this time, curtains, style and poetry. 
Chapter three sees him going to California and I discuss the affect 
it had on him; he began to paint the physical look of things. He becomes 
interested in the painting of water and glass, inparticular swimming 
pools. Also discussed are his portrait paintings. 
The conclusion sees him 1 iving in Paris, still interested in style 
as subject matter, in particular the French style of point ill ism. I sum 
up by writing about my relationship with Hockney; what it is about his 
art and 1 ife I admire. 
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INTRODUCTION 
David Hockney is generally recognized as the most talented British 
artist of his generation. In this thesis I shall trace his development 
from the early days at the Royal College of Art in London until the 
present as a figure lionised by the establishment. Hockney has become 
highly respected, a Van Dyck of contemporary polite society. 
I also intend to show his place in a line of tradition in English 
painting, a tradition where painters stress the anecdotal above a purely 
visual language. England has a commanding tradition of literature from 
figures like Shakespeare, Bacon, Byron, Tennyson, Keats and Dickens, to 
name only a few. Since England is a class ridden society, it resists 
the liberating French appeal of sensuality of color and form. The French 
painter Henri Matisse once said, ''What I dream of is an art of balance, 
of purity and serenity, devoid of troubling or depressing subject matter 
an art which could be for every mental worker, for the businessman as 
well as the man of letters, for example, a soothing, calming influence on 
the mind, something like a good armchair which provides relaxation from 
physical fatigue. 111 
English society insisted on some literal content to their art. The 
outcome has been rather eccentric art. Painters comment in a narrative 
way on ideas, on morals and on social matters in a very personal way. 
England has been, and still is, to some degree, a class structured 
society. David Hockney commented on it. 
"I'm from an English working class background, and I always feel a 
slight antagonism to middle-class things in England--not a bitter antag-
' 
,I 
2 
onism, though, because I think it's laughable, I don't like the idea of 
getting C. B. E.'s or whatever; you might as well add ABC to their name. 
1 It's all a bit childish. But you can stand back and laugh at it, al-
;! 
:; though maybe it's not as easy to do that as I think. If you're a for-
eigner in England it's quite different; you escape the class system. 
a way, I think, that's why the people affected most are middle-class, 
; cause if you're a working-class person from outside London, you're an 
;; outsider, just like a foreigner. The north of England is a different 
In 11 I• li ,, 
be- ji 
I'. 
,, 
iworld, and I think it would ruin you if you moved from there down to 
London to become a middle-class person, because you'd be too susceptible 
to everything. Bradford is a completely working-class city, and life 
there is quite different from life in London, or it was when I lived 
.1 there, certainly. When I say this I'm not saying I'm a class conscious 
person; on the whole artists don't care about class. But I think it 
• does affect English Art. 112 
The artist finds himself looked upon as outside the structure, able 
to roam up and down the social ladder. 
I believe David Hockney fits into this line of tradition in English 
•. painting. Nearly all the great painting of the British School is either 
! Man observed or Nature observed, either portrait or landscape: Con-
stable and Turner and the watercolorists from Cozens to Cotman and 
Gainborough, Reynolds, Romney and so on. 
I: 
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CHAPTER ONE 
It is interesting to see the way in which Hockney describes his 
youth~the things that motivated him to become an artist, his own under-
standing of what an artist was, and his drive to overcome the kind of 
future anticipated for a boy of working class parents in the English 
provinces. 
David Hockney was born in Bradford, Yorkshire, England, on the 9th 
of July 1937. He was the fourth child, having three brothers and one 
sister. 
Until he was eleven he went to the local council school in Bradford, 
I where his brothers and sister went. Then he went to Bradford Grammar 
I School on a scholarship. 
!I From an early age (he says eleven) he decided he wanted to be an 
i artist. But to him at this time the meaning of the word "Artist" was 
very vague. He thought the man who made Christmas cards was an artist, 
the man who painted posters was an artist, the man who just did lettering 
I' I for posters was an artist. Anyone was an artist who in his job had to 
I 
I 
pick up a brush and paint something. 
The only art he saw in Bradford was the art of painting posters and I I. 
Ii 
This was how one made one's living as an artist, he thought. The II 
II 
signs. 
I 
II 
I! 
Ii II 1: 
" Ii 
I 
idea of an artist just spending his time painting pictures, for himself, 
didn't really occur to him. He knew there were paintings in books and in j 
galleries, but he thought they were done in the evenings, when the artist II 
had finished painting the signs or the Christmas card or whatever he made 1: 
ii 
his living from. 
====1========================================1'i==== 
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His father had a slight interest in art. He had attended evening 
classes at the art school in Bradford in the twenties and thirties. 
''When I was eleven, my father was painting old bicycles; just after 
the war you couldn't buy new ones~they were all exported~so my father 
used to buy old ones and paint them up to look like new. I used to 
watch him do it. The fascination of the brush dipping in the paint, 
putting it on, I love that, even now, I loved it then. There's something 
about it~I think anyone who makes pictures loves it, it is a marvellous 
thing to dip a brush into paint and make marks on anything, even on a 
bicycle, the feeling of a thick brush full of paint coating something. 
Even now, I could spend the whole day painting a door just one flat 
colour. 113 
When Hockney was young in Bradford, posters advertising films were 
painted by hand. He would go up and look to see how they were done. He 
would look at the brushmarks. 
At Bradford Grannnar School he had just an hour and a half of art 
classes a week in the first year. After that one went in for either 
classics or modern languages or science, and one did not study art. He 
thought.that was terrible. You could only study art if you were in the 
· bottom class and did a general course. 
Hockney decided he'd rather be in the bottom class. If you did 
less work you were automatically put in that section. His headmaster 
said,''Why are you so lazy? You got a scholarship. 114 Hockney pointed 
out that he wanted to do art, and they told him there's plenty of time 
for that later. 
5 
Every term his school published a school magazine and Hockney did 
drawings for it. Also, he entered competitions. Once he did a drawing 
for a watch advertisement. In this competition the first prize was won 
by Gerald Scarfe and Hockney won second prize. Gerald Scarfe became the 
leading satirist, in England, of the sixties, making fun of political 
figures. 
He spent a lot of time doing little posters. To him, that was the 
prope~ use of art. People who wanted things done would come to him at 
school seeking his service. He did many posters for a debating society. 
He said about these posters, 
"You could think up little pictures, depending on the theme of the 
debate. That was the first time I had the opportunity to carry out my 
fantasy about being an artist. And it was nice; people would say I like 
your posters for so-and-so, and they were up on the notice board. Every-
one in the school passed the notice board and saw the posters, so there 
was a little exhibiting place I could use all the time. Doing the pos-
ters at home did save one from trouble. I hardly ever did any schoolwork 
at home, as I was supposed to do, and my mother would say to me what 
about your homework? Are you doing it? and I'd say-yes, when really I'd 
be doing a poster. I'd say this is for the school."S 
When he was fourteen he wanted to go to the junior art school, at-
tached to Bradford School of Art. However, due to having a scholarship, 
he couldn't leave the Grannnar School. His headmaster said he would need 
the education. He hated them for making him stay. He left immediately 
he was sixteen. His parents were reluctant to let him start art school 
then. His brothers had left school and had gone out to work. Their 
I 
ii 
worries were financial. They wanted to be fair to the other children as /i===== 
I 
6 
well. His eldest brother had wanted to be an artist too, but he had to 
leave school and start work. David Hockney was more devious and keener 
on art than his brother. His mother suggested that he try and get a job 
in a commercial art studio in Leeds, and he did try to get a job. He 
made up a little portfolio, did some lettering and other things he though 
a conunercial artist would do. He took it to some studios. One offered 
him a job, but suggested he would be better off going to art school. 
Thus, he convinced his mother and started at the School of Art in Brad-
ford. 
Once there, he was told he should do commercial art. At first he 
was ready to do anything they suggested as he was so pleased to get in 
there. After he had been there three or four weeks, he realized that 
really he'd be better off saying he wanted to do painting, because all I 
one did then was drawing and painting, especially from life. Most of the II 
students on this course said they wanted to be teachers~it was regarded 
as the teachers' training course. He told them he wanted to change to 
the painting course. They asked if he wanted to be a teacher. He said 
no, an artist. Then they asked him if he had a private income, to which 
Hockney said, what's that? They told him he'd never make a living as an 
artist. He knew most people never would but, he thought, it's a rotten 
thing to say to someone of sixteen, if he's keen. 
i 
i 
He was not deterred and changed his course to painting. His main 
subject was painting and he also had a subsidiary subject, which was 
lithography. He was interested in everything at first. He was a young 
man of sixteen and believed everything they told him. If they said 
study perspective he would study perspective. The training was com-
~l===============================I==== 
,, 
1, 
7 
pletely academic. In the last year (of the four) a lady gave a few lec-
tures on Art History. 
Most of the art he saw was at the art school. In those days there 
were few art books and the library was very small. He didn't make his 
first trip to London until he was nineteen, which meant the only real 
art he'd every seen was in Bradford, Leeds, Manchester and York. The 
only contemporary art he saw was English. When he was first at the art 
school, he saw work by artists like Keith Vaughan, John Minton, the early 
St. Ives abstractionists and Terry Frost. By 1957 he knew Roger Hilton's 
work. In his last year, when he had already done a lot of drawing, he 
realised how academic the art school was, and he began to think, the 
whole problem is, I don't know anything about modern art. Sickert was 
the great god and the whole style of painting in that art school, and in 
every other art school in England, was a cross between Sickert and the 
Euston Road School. 
By the time he was leaving, he started having doubts as to what was 
valuable. Had the time been wasted? These doubts were raised in him be-
cause he'd become more aware of contemporary art. He had become quite 
interested in Stanley Spencer, possibly because of the literal content. 
He was regarded as a rather eccentric artist out of the main stream of 
art, both by the academics, who favoured Sickert and Degas, and by the 
abstractionists who dismissed him. 
By 1957 Hockney became aware of a lot of contemporary art, partly 
through the artists in Leeds, through the Gregory Fellows. Alan Davie 
was the Gregory Fellow then, and he had a large exhibition in Wakefield 
while Hockney was still a student. Hockney was very impressed with these 
paintings. 
. ·;..-. ,.. I 
I 
I 
Fig. 1. 
PORTRAIT OF MY FATHER. 1955. 
8 
Portrait of My Father is one of the first oil paintings Hockney ever 
It was painted at home on Saturday afternoons when his father had 
finished work. In the last two sunnners he was at Bradford he used to 
I: paint out of doors. 
n He did a number of little pictures of semi-detached 
I j houses in Bradford Suburbs. He put all the paints on a little cart, 
I 
!! wheeled it out and painted on the spot. This was also the habit of 
Ii 
ij 
11 Stanley Spencer, who could often be seen in the small south of England 
1; 
·]1 
I 
l 
I!., village where he lived, wheeling his painting equipment round, which was 'I 
. lt1 ',l 
Ii one of the many reasons for him gaining the reputation of an eccentric 
Ii 
L !: artist. jl 
d 
\,1 
j' 
j'; 
I 
Hockney sold Portrait of My Father. He sent that and another pie-
!l ture of the street where he lived in Bradford to an exhibition in Leeds. 
ll 
Ii 
il Ii 
The exhibition was held every year for local Yorkshire artists. Hockney 
:I was offered ten pounds for his painting of his father; he was amazed. 
1:. 
ll ii As his father had bought the canvas, he thought, it's really his 
ii 
!J painting, so before he sold it, he asked his father's permission. 
Ii 
II Hockney said of his paintings of this time, 
I'. 
I, 
r "You aimed at likeness, but what you were really concerned about 
I' were tonal values -tone-making sure you'd got the right tone, 
I 
I 
meant you ignored colour. 
6 
art school." 
This 
Colour was not a subject of painting in the 
I 
After leaving the art school in 1957 he had to do National Service. 
He objected to doing it. He thought of himself as a pacifist, so for two 
I I' years he had to work in a hospital and was not able to do very much 
I l painting. 
f 
11 
!l 
11 
; 
::==== ========================================1 ===== 
9 
He read Proust for eighteen months. He made himself read it, be-
11 
1! .. cause at first he had found it difficult. 
i: of the great works of art of the Twentieth Century. 
He had been told it was one 
He had read from an 
I; 
l'i l 
1: 
1: 
H 
Ii 
Ii 
Ii 
11 
Ii 
jl 
Ii 
I 
I 
I 
I 
11 
,I 
<I I, 
I, 
I: 
II 
r ,. 
early age, mostly English. Dickens he'd read and had some sense of what 
it was, but Proust was different. He remembers asparagus was mentioned 
in it. He had no idea what asparagus was. He's since read it again, 
and thinks he couldn't have got much from reading it the first time. 
The attitude of Hockney's Headmaster in considering art to be an 
occupation for the less able, and certainly not character forming and 
necessary as the study of literature reveals the bland intellectual cli-
mate of the times. Also Hockney's brief introduction to the history of 
art, even while at art school, reveals the same attitude. 
He arrived at painting instinctively and from a basis of ignorance 
and even misunderstanding of the role of art and the artist in society. 
It is not surprising these beginnings ultimately produced a talent out-
side the mainstream of abstract painting in the sixties. 
II I 
I 
l'i l 
,' 
I 
! 
i 
10 
CHAPTER TWO 
In 1957 Hockney went to the Royal College of Art in London. He was 
glad to be back at art school, and detennined to work hard again. In the 
same year was Ron Kitaj, Allen Jones, Derek Boshier and Peter Phillips. 
These four students and David Hockney were to become the leading English 
painters of their generation, made famous through the popularity of Pop 
Art. 
Soon after he started at the Royal College, the kind of painting he 
I did changed. He realised that there were two groups of students. A 
I i traditional group, who simply carried on as they had done in art school, 
! 
1 doing still life, life painting and figure composition. Then there were 
I 
i 
I those who Hockney thought were the more adventurous, lively students who 
were more involved in the art of their time. They were doing big abstrac 
expressionist paintings. 
The first student he got to know was Ron Kitaj. Ron Kitaj was an 
. older American student and was a great influence on Hockney in these 
early days. Hockney has said, i 
"The artist who influenced me most strongly I think, not just as an I! 
artist but as a person, was Ron Kitaj. It's partly because I've always 
I' admired his art enonnously. I think he's one of the great artists, and 
H also because he opened my eyes a great deal and I always think of things 
1: I beginning from particular moments when I discussed things with him. I 
I J: 
! think my painting began properly then." 7 
Kitaj's work itself was a great influence. One might say that Kitaj 
' had gained a lot from Abstract Expressionism and that it was via Kitaj 
I 
I 
Fig. 2. 
THE CHA CHA THAT WAS DANCED IN THE EARLY HOURS OF 24th MARCH. 
12§1. 1961. 
11 
that Hockney too fell under its influence. Kitaj was doing new things 
himself with painting; the thing that most influenced Hockney was its 
breaking up of the surface. You didn't have to paint on the whole of 
the canvas. You could make many different kinds of marks on it, in~ 
eluding drawing. Different images were placed together, often painted in 
different ways, despite the differences of scale, perspective and lan-
guage~things were drawn, written, and painted in different ways. They 
still remained pictorially feasible. 
Hockney talked a lot to Kitaj about painting. Hockney had tried 
doing some abstract pictures but was not satisfied with them. He 
thought it seemed pointless doing them. He talked to Kitaj about his 
interests. He was a vegetarian, and had an interest in politics. Kitaj 
would say to him, why don't you paint those subjects? So he did. At 
the same time he was going through a dilemma about putting figures in his 
paintings. He didn't have the nerve to paint figure pictures. The idea 
of figure pictures was considered anti-modern, so his solution was to 
introduce words. 
The quality of these early pictures is very English. Many are based 
on literature, and tell a story. Walt Whitman was one of his favorite 
writers. He also painted pictures from events in his own life. The 
English Pop artist Richard Smith comments on an early painting called 
The Cha Cha That Was Danced in the Early Hours of 24th March 1961, 
"This painting can serve as letters, or diary jottings or momentos. 
The figures are portraits; events portrayed did happen; someone did dance 
the cha cha at three in the morning. 118 
This is one of the first paintings where he actually painted a 
fi1n1re. before words became svmbols for the fi211re. Hocknev thought bv 
12 
putting a word on a painting it had a similar effect to a figure. It was 
a bit of human thing that you itmnediately read; it was not just paint. 
So he wrote 'Gandi' on his picture about Gandi. 
The English painter and engraver William Hogarth (1697-1764) is one 
of the great painters in the English tradition. He called his paintings 
'conversation pieces.' Most are small and he often worked in a series, 
each picture continuing a story. They show groups of people in informal 
activities. He considered them to be modern moral subjects, which were 
both entertaimnent and intended to improve the mind. In these paintings 
he expresses his critical opinions on contemporary society. Many of his 
paintings were published in the form of engravings and were sold to the 
public. Hence, his income did not depend on one wealthy patron, so he 
had the freedom to express his ideas about all classes. 
Hockney has this concern for society and as he develops as an 
artist, his place in this tradition becomes more evident. I shall dis-
cuss a number of Hockney's paintings that relate to Hogarth's concerns 
which express Hockney's own concern for morals in his own society. 
These pictures are often distinctly autobiographical, confirming 
Hockney's place in the tradition of English eccentricity. He has at each 
stage of his development given us a touchingly curious indication of how 
he felt, what he knew and whom he admired. 
Hockney wanted to paint the figure and there is a suggestion of one 11 
11 
in his painting called The Third Love Painting. It's style is very close 1: 
to abstract expressionism. The painting is covered with lots of graffiti~ 
which makes one go up very close to the surface, as one wants to read it. 
There is a little poem by Walt Whitman in the corner of the painting. 
Fig. 3 
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13 
In the summer of 1961, he visited America for the first time. Some 
one had offered him a cheap ticket, and he won one hundred pounds for a 
print in an exhibition. 
Before he left England, Robert Erskine, who had founded one of the 
first modern print galleries in London and had been very instrumental in 
print, advised him to take some prints and go to see William Lieberman at 
the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Hockney thought the Museum of 
Modern Art was so grand he didn't take them there. Later he met, by 
chance, William Lieberman, who had been in communication with Robert 
Erskine, and he asked Hockney why he had not been to see him. The out-
come of their meeting was that Lieberman bought all Hockney's prints for 
the museum, for what we would now consider a small sum of two hundred 
dollars. 
On his return to London, Hockney decided to do a series of etchings 
telling the story of his adventures in New York. The title of the series 
of etchings is A Rake's Progress, which is also the title of a series of 
paintings and engravings by Hogarth. Hockney took Hogarth's theme and 
'contemporised' it. The Hogarth series of eight paintings traces the 
history of Tom Rakewell. Tom is left an inheritance, goes to London, 
where he gambles it all away. He marries an old maid for her money, 
gambles that away and ends up in the mad house. In the Hockney etchings, 
he himself becomes Tom Rakewell, arriving in New York. His experiences 
are slightly different than Tom's, but the general theme is the same. 
At the same time, he began a large painting (seven feet by twelve 
feet) called A Grand Procession of Dignitaries in the Semi-Egyptian Style. 
II In New York all the recent 
=======!:!ti k of a sub·ect for his 
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ii time he was absorbed in the poetry of the Egyptian poet C. P. Cavafy, and!' ii !1 I was very impressed with one of his poems called Waiting for the Barba- ii 
i rians. It seemed to Hockney that a large canvas demanded a large subject ~1 
I a kind of modern history painting, so he decided to paint a picture based ii 
,I !i' I! 1., 
.
11 
on this poem. These are the last lines of this poem, !ii 
11 Why have our two consuls gone out, both of them, and the Praetors, [Ii 
'i Today with their red togas on, with their embroidered togas? I 
I! Why are they wearing bracelets, and all those amethysts too. 11 
And all those rings on their fingers with splendid flashing 
emeralds? 
Why should they be carrying today their precious walking sticks, 
With silver kn.obs and golden tops so wonderfully carved? 
Because the Barbarians will arrive today. 
Things of this sort dazzle the Barbarians. 
In Hockney's painting the first figure is intended to be ecclesiasti-1' 
cal looking. The second figure is a soldier-like person; he wears medals.' 
The third person is full of little workers inside his body and is in-
tended to be an industrialist. There are smaller figures inside them to 
make them look as though they are bigger than they are. The title has 
semi-Egyptian in it, because of the use of an Egyptian style. Hockney 
knew that the Egyptian style of painting was flat, and since he had broken 
the rules of flatness, it was a semi-Egyptian style. 
He realised he could play with style and make it a subject for his 
painting. In an exhibition in London in 1962, he exhibited four pictures 
each in a different style. They went under the general title A Demon-
stration of Versatility. He had realised, from Kitaj, that he could 
paint something one way in this corner and another way in another corner, 
and that the picture didn't need unity of style to have unity. The four 
paintings were called A Grand Procession of Dignitaries in the Sani-
Egyptian Style, Tea Painting in an Illusionistic Style, Painting in a 
Scenic Style and Figure in a Flat Style, 
Flg.6. JJE TWO BOYS TOGETHER CLINGING. 1961. 
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Another painting of this time is We Two Boys Together Clinging, and 
is from a poem by Walt Whitman. The end of the poem is, 
We two boys together clinging, 
One the other never leaving 
Arm'd and fearless, eating, drinking, sleeping, loving. 
At the same time he started this picture he had a newspaper cutting 
on his studio wall, 'Two boys cling to cliff all night.' The headline 
was actually referring to a mountaineering accident, but when Hockney 
had first read it, he thought it meant two boys had clung to the pop 
singer Cliff Richards. In this painting he became aware of the propa-
ganda value, the subject being homosexuality. Hockney, a homosexual, 
wanted to express his views on the subject and its place in society. 
I 
11 
'i 
I 
A h . h k t . H d t . t 1 fl t 11,,I, t t e time e was a een vege arian. e use o give ou ea e s 
1
,,, 
His mother had been a vegetarian all li 1i for the London Vegetarian Society. 
her life. In New York he had done a drawing of a pig escaping from a 
hot dog machine, and one of an elephant treading on grass, flattening it. 
This drawing he later used in his painting The Cruel Elephant. Instead 
of drawing the grass, he put the word 'crawling insects,' which the ele-
phant is forced to tread on, flattening them. He put a man on top of 
the elephant, so it looks as though the man's weight is forcing the ele-
i' 
1
111 
:I! 
ii 
,:,11 
ii' 
'I 
I 
11 
phant down and the elephant after all didn't intend to kill the crawling I 
I 
insects. 
11 
Hockney became interested in curtains and for a number of years used jl 
them as a device in many of his pictures. He said of curtains, "They are I 
always about to hide something, or about to reveal something. 119 
Tassels, rings and other suggestions of a curtain appear in his 
work in early paintings, such as Portable Mirror, Grand Procession of 
11 
1, 
ii 
ii 
i! 
Fig. 7. PLAY WITHIN A PLAY. 1963. 
: ig 8 • ....llOMESTIC SCENE, NOTIING HILL. 1963. 
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Dignitaries in a Semi-Egyptian Style and The Second Tea Painting, all 
painted in 1961. 
One of the most interesting curtain pictures was done in 1963, and 
is called Play Within a Play, inspired by a painting in the National Gal-
lery, London. It is by Domenichino, and is called Apollo Killing Cyclops. 
There is a dwarf in the foreground which is on a different plane to the 
scene from Greek mythology, which is on the tapestry (curtain) behind 
him. 
In Play Within a Play, the figure in the foreground with his face 
and hands pressed against the front plane of the painting, is trying to 
escape, but is stopped by a sheet of plexiglass. Behind him is a curtain 
with tassels and on it a scene. The man pressing against the front of 
the picture is John Kasmin, Hockney's dealer. There are a number of 
other pictures with curtains done at the same time, such as Still Life 
with Figure and Curtains and Closing Scene. 
In 1962 he did a painting called Domestic Scene, Notting Hill. 
Notting Hill is an area of London. This picture he painted from life. 
He started painting the things that surrounded him~his environment and 
the people in his life. He had never been interested in the commissioned 
portrait. He had also become increasingly fascinated by exactly how 
things looked, and in finding ways to paint what he saw. 
Hockney said about this painting, "When you walk into a room you 
don't notice everything at once and, depending on your taste, there is a 
descending order in which you observe things. I assume alcoholics notice 
the booze first, or claustrophobics the height of the ceiling, and so on. 

17 
Consequently I deliberately ignored the walls and I didn't paint the 
floor or anything I considered wasn't important. 1110 
Hockney considered important two friends, a chair, a bed, a lamp, 
a vase of flowers, curtains and some light bulbs. The two figures are 
his friends, Mo McDermott standing on the bed, and Ossie Clark sitting 
on the chair. Ossie Clark is now a famous dress designer. 
This was the first of three 'Domestic Scenes,' where he painted in-
timate views of life. The relationships between people that he has al-
ways found interesting. Nearly all his pictures have two figures. The 
one exception is A Grand Procession of Dignitaries in a Semi-Egyptian 
Style, which has three. 
The second domestic scene is Domestic Scene, Los Angeles. It was 
actually painted before he went to Los Angeles (he went about six months 
later). It was painted from a photograph in a Los Angeles magazine 
called Physique Pictorial. There is a young man with a little apron tied 
around his waist, scrubbing the back of another young man, who is in a 
shower. Hockney thought that was what a domestic scene in Los Angeles 
must be like. California in his mind was a sunny land of movie studios 
and beautiful semi-naked people. The telephone in this painting he 
painted from life; the vase of flowers from an illustration in a woman's 
! magazine. He said it was only when he went to Los Angeles, six months 
later, that he realized his picture was quite close to life. 
Domestic Scene, Broadchalke, Wilts. The third domestic scene was 
done from little drawings. The models were Peter Phillips and Joe Tilson· 
' both famous English Pop Artists. "1i 
; In his earlier painting he relies more on his imagination; the com-
' 
'Lpositions are entirely made up in the three domestic scenes, and are still I======== 
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DOMESTIC SCENE, BROADCHALKE, WILTS. 1963. 
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imaginative. He said that the two figures in Domestic Scene, Broadchalke, 
Wilts were not intended to be realistic portraits and that this painting 
shows his continued interest in style. The flowers are cubistic, yet 
the figures are not; it is putting one style with another, mixing them 
up. 
i 
. I 
Fig. 11. MAN TAKING SHOWER IN BEVERLY HILLS . 1964. 
1. 
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of American cities; the climate is sunny, the people are less tense than 
in New York, life goes on at a slower pace. When I arrived I had no idea 
if there was any kind of artistic life there and that was the least of my 
worries. I found out later there were quite a few good artists in Los 
Angeles and I got to know them, but they weren't the main attraction 
11 
which California had for me." 
And at the same time he began using acrylic paint as opposed to oil 
paint, which also affected his work. He has used acrylic exclusively 
since then until his most recent paintings which are again in oil. 
Acrylic paint dries much quicker than oil and this affected his style of 
painting. When he was working in oils he had always got to work on at 
least three or four pictures at the same time so that he was able to keep 
11 working every day. It is possible with acrylic to work on one all the 
11 time. He used various techniques with acrylic; he found it was possible 
I to blend colors together, one into another, by the method of glazing with 
I 
!washes, which can be done with acrylic marvellously as the glazes dry in 
i 
,I 
il such a short time. 
11 
11 
One of his early Californian pictures is Man Taking Shower in 
I 
ii Beverly Hills and shows a combination of many of his interests--curtains, 
II 
lj 
,' 
'ii 
ii 
11 
ii Ii 
ii 
shower scenes and the painting of water, which was a thing that was to ii 
11 
This painting is painted in a sortj\ 
11 
fascinate him for the years to follow. 
of realistic manner. He has concentrated on painting the things that 
The dead- Ill surround him and the things he has discovered on his travels. 
pan coolness of America strongly attracted him, a flavor 
become familiar with in the Los Angeles physique magazines. 
which he had I 
·1 
11 
11 
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He has become concerned with realism, although the paintings are 
very formal, very contrived. The compositions are very carefully worked 
out. The color is quite literal, brighter and cleaner than his colors 
before. He said of California, "If there's any tradition in California, 
12 it's one of dust-free art." 
Skin is fresh color, trees are green and water is blue and so on. 
The water hitting the man's back and running off is pure invention, but 
at the same time is very descriptive of the way in which water behaves 
when sprayed. 
After Man Taking Shower. Beverly Hills, he began to paint the 
swinnning pools of California. He became particularly interested in the 
different ways of painting water. Later, this interest moved to glass. 
When he was asked what it was about water that fascinated him, he said, 
"And glass as well ••• well the thing is, it was just at the time when 
I began doing those, I like the idea of setting little problems for my-
self. Water and glass are something that you cannot quite describe; they 
are transparent. A flower you can describe with words quite well. Water 
and glass are not quite describable and I like the idea of glass. There' 
a line of that mystical poet, George Hubert: 'A man may look on glass, on 
it may stay his eye or if he pleases through it pass, and there the 
heaven espy.' It's a nice idea that you can decide where your eye is 
going to rest. With a wall it's definitely fixed and it stops, and I 
think it's that kind of thing that interested me. Swimming pools I've 
always liked as things. I like swimming in blue swimming pools in sunny 
j Hollywood. But the water in themi:because ••• I became quite interested ! 
ii ii in them. In all those paintings of swinnning pools, the water is done in 
11 
11 
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Fig. 12. PETER GETTING OUT OF NICK 1 S POOL. 1966. 
Fig. 13. 
A BIGGER SPI.ASH. 1967. 
Fig 14. THE ROOM, TARZANA. 1967. 
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II curate l y rendered re pre sent a tions of store fronts , cars , gas stat ions, 
1
1 
I' :: modern entrance lobbies, etc. Richard Estes is the best known and most 
!I 
, accomplished of these super-realists. Exhibitions and catalogues have 
been devoted to them in Germany and Italy and, by now, probably in Japan 
as well. There are many differences between the style they have adopted 
and what David Hockney is after; the most is their lack of an ironic 
sense. The super-realists often confront us with a tense stillness, a 
frozen moment suggestive of the horror of paranoia or a walking dream. 
Once they have a photograph or transparency to work from their attitude 
seems to be that to describe is all. Hockney still judges and loves 
like an old humanist. One also realizes, looking at their work, after 
some familiarity with Hockney's, that with the exception of Estes, they 
have left accreted time out of their world. The time in most super-
realist painting is the time of the still photograph that is its source, 
rather than the considerable time that it took to paint it. And yet it 
is the latter time, many hours of exhausting mental concentration, that 
I 
·1 
I 
I 
forces itself upon the viewer~to the detriment of what one enjoys of the 
split-second imagery. Just as Hockney was not a pop artist in the early 1! 
I! 
sixties, though he shared some. of the suppositions, he is not a super- ii 
realist in the seventies. 1115 l!I 
ii A Bigger Splash was exhibited in the Kasmin Gallery, London, in 1968.il 
.I 
In the same exhibition was a painting called The Room, Tarzana. This Ill 
11 
painting is important in Hockney's development as it is his first paintingll 
where he shows concern with light from a source. The way light from a :1 
'11 
Ii 
single source falls on a form, combined with a concern for form and per- I' 
spective, show him at his most naturalist to that date. The painting is 
! 
1: 
1: 
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Fig 15. CHRISTOPHER !SHERWOOD AND DON BACHARDY. 1968. 
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of a boy on a bed, in a room. Hockney copies the room and the furniture 
from a Macy's mail order catalogue. He said, "I like it. I thought the 
16 bed looked like a piece of sculpture." 
Following these paintings he became more concerned with realism. 
Edward Hopper was a great influence. It was still a very painterly type 
of realism and it was not so illusionistic as to seem real. He has al-
ways been concerned with making symbols for things that are real, using 
any means at his disposal. In his early paintings many of these symbols 
were graphic marks; in later paintings, he prefers illusionistic devices. 
Also, with the early illusionistic painting he employed a device. 
He bordered many of them, as if to remind us that they are only paint on 
canvas, in case we were deceived into believed they were the real thing. 
This bordering is in line with his earlier interest in curtains. He has 
said, "If you take the canvas off the stretcher it's like a curtain it-
lf 1117 se • 
In 1968, he started a double portrait of Christopher Isherwood and 
Don Bachardy. Hockney does not paint pictures or portraits on commission 
He decides to do them himself. Consequently, they are mostly of his 
friends. Since this double portrait he has done several more. A later 
one is Henry Geldzahler and Christopher Scott. Henry Geldzahler is the 
curator of 20th Century Art at the Metropolitian Museum of Art in New 
York. This painting shows an admiration for Magritte and Hopper. The 
mackintoshed figure (Christopher Scott) is an echo of an anonymous figure 
of Magritte's. The setting is rather surreal and hints at a certain 
drama. The relationship of objects and figures have an odd balance. The 
glass table top is an echo of his earlier interest in glass, but this ,, !I 
I 
============, 
I 
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conventional use of diagonal lines does not seem out of place. Through 
a window, conveniently placed compositionally, we see a New York town-
scape. These styles sit together well. 
Henry Geldzahler said of the portrait, "It is in the portrait of 
Henry Geldzahler and Christopher Scott, 1969, that Hockney concentrates 
for the first time with great care on the accuracy of one-point per-
spective. He came to New York in late 1968 to make drawings and take 
photographs for the painting. He didn't paint exactly what he saw. The 
view out of the window in the painting is the view from another room in 
the apartment. The couch at the time was in sad condition (it hadn't 
been recovered since it was made in the mid-thirties). Hockney replaced 
its spots and tears with an imagined pale mauve satin; he also improved 
and regularized the parquet floor in the service of perspective. The 
lamp was there; the table with its diagonal reflections over the vase 
with tulips were London afterthoughts. They establish a foreground as 
the view out of the window establishes the distance. Thus the couch and 
its person sit firmly in the weighted and positioned centre of the com-
position. Kynaston McShine has called the painting an Annunciation. The 
figure of Henry Geldzahler is painted with great verisimilitude than that 
of Christopher Scott; Hockney new him better. He sees Chris as coming 
and going, at attention in a quasi-military raincoat, wooden and enigma-
tic. The parquet floor and the glass table lead inexorably to the van-
ishing point above the central figure's head. The triangularity is fur-
ther emphasized by the overall diamond shape of Henry Geldzahler, which 
is dropped from the vanishing point in such a way as to flatten the pie-
I ture and return the viewer to the surface. For all its clarity of com-
===='~ 
Fig 16. LE PARC DES SOURCES , VICHY. 1970. 
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position and detail this painting remains somewhat inscrutable. A story 
is being told but once again, true to English tradition, it is beneath 
the surface. 1118 Hockney's painting has developed in a realistic manner. 
Also at this time, he did a series of etchings illustrating fourteen 
poems by C. P. Cavafy. Hockney has had a long-standing interest in 
Cavafy's poems. Two of his first etchings, both of 1961, Kaisarion With 
All His Beauty and Mirror, Mirror, On The Wall, were inspired by Cavafy 
poems. 
Nine of the fourteen Cavafy etchings, which were published with the 
poems in a book, picture two young men. They are seen in bed, in a 
living-room, in front of a shop. The figures are drawn very simply and 
very tenderly. They are not directly erotic, but reveal an awkwardness 
of casual contact. Sometimes they illustrate specific poems, as in 'He 
Enquired After the Quality.' More of them picture the relationship as in, 
for example, 'According to the Prescriptions of Ancient Magicians.' 
A more recent painting is Le Pare Des Sources, Vichy. It is a 
painting of Ossie Clark and Peter Schlesinger looking into a landscape 
(they are seen from behind). We are told it is a landscape, but it could 
easily be a painting that they are sat in front of, which is a look back 
to his earlier curtain paintings. 
Fig. 17. CONTRE-JOUR IN THE FRENCH STYLE - AGAINST THE DAY DANS 
STYLE FRANCAIS. 
(detail) 
1974. 
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CONCLUSION 
]i David Hockney now lives in Paris. His recent paintings have con-
tinued in this biographical, realistic manner. He is still painting his 
friends and the things that surround him. 
On moving to France he became interested in French painting, in 
particular the French style of pointillism. In a painting called Contre-
Jour in the French Style~Against the Day Dans Le Style Francais, he 
painted a dazzling subject matter. It shows a view through a window at 
the Louvre, more than half of which is hidden by a marvelous glowing 
window blind. Despite his concern for realism, Hockney has used the ab-
stract style of pointillism in his rendering of the marble wall sur-
rounding the window. The window is a rectangle in the painting, which 
itself is almost a square, and frames it. There is an Albers-like solu-
tion in the yellow-green blind. The walls are flatly painted, as in 
the blind, and the floor is drawn with less regard for perspective than 
the four sides of the picture. All the flatness is contradicted by the 
illusionistic reflections in the floor's polish, and by the view seen 
through the bottom third of the window. Trees and buildings stand on the 
opposite side of a courtyard. 
Many of Hockney's paintings have a wit and humour in them. It looks 
as though we are supposed to laugh, but underneath this funny exterior, 
there are serious connnents being made on life, people and places David 
Hockney finds. 
Nikolaus Pevsner, in his book The Englishness of English Art, speaks 
of the detachment of E~ lish portraiture, and goes on to say, "The English 
--·======================================= ==== 
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portrait conceals more than it reveals, and what it reveals, it reveals 
with studied understanding. 1119 
From the time I discovered the art of David Hockney, I was fasci-
nated. A deeper look at what he was doing and saying in his pictures 
1· 
I 
I 
helped me to clarify my own ambitions and gave me a direction. I 
! i I Both of us grew up in the English provinces of working class parents.
1 
Ill To seek a career as an artist, in this social position, is not a conn:non \ 
1 •.  II one. It was a struggle to prove it was possible. • 
ii I :1· I David Hockney's success and bright personality were charismatic \j 
II 
ii 
ij 
!1 
qualities which appealed to me as a young art student. 
I am interested in people and relationships and the role sex plays, 
in what appears to me to be the greater part of social behaviour. I felt I 
l 
i ' I a need to paint these things that so affected my life. 
,I I' I I saw in David Hockney someone with similar interests. 
1 .• , I think of David Hockney as a portrait painter. His portraits are 11 
!! 
ljnot always of people. Sometimes they are California swinn:ning pools or a \I 
ii •i 
fl vase of tulips on a glass topped table and so on. They are not still ! 
II I !i lives in the sense that Cezanne would have painted them. Hockney's ob- I 
1 jects have a life of their own; they are not just objects composed of a I 
cylinder, sphere or cone. They are the objects of Hockney's life. He is I 
I 
1.,i They 
saying, look, this is what I saw when I went to California. 
Also it is interesting to see the things he selected to paint. 
are the things he found interesting and affected him most. This intro- ! 
spective approach reveals a lot about the selector. 
The style of my paintings is less directly influenced by Hockney. 
I share many of his pictorial interests. I too am interested in style as I 
==== ======================================= j:::l ==== 
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subject matter, which can also be attributed to Ron Kitaj, and his love 
of the exotic. 
Hockney is a more linear artist than I am. Matisse, who Hockney 
has never been influenced by, is one of my great influences. 
Hockney tends towards line and volume, where I tend toward color and 
pattern. 
I enjoy Hockney's attention to detail. 
All in all I find that my paintings express events of my life, as 
do many of the painters in the English Tradition. It is the social 
aspect of David Hockney's success in life, as a painter, that I admire 
as much as his art. 
30 
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